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Good afternoon Ladies and Gentlemen.
This is a great day to be here at the Museum of Tolerance because at
this place and at this time, history will truly be made.
We have just heard Mitsubishi's representative, Mr. Kimura, present a
stirring, heartfelt, warm and sincere apology to former U.S. Prisoners
of War who were forced to work for Mitsubishi Mining during World
War II.
His apology meets all the criteria necessary to satisfy the elements of
an acceptable apology. It admits to wrongdoing, it makes sincere
statements showing a deep remorse for the wrongdoing and it
assures that the wrongdoing will not recur.
As a former Prisoner of War of the Japanese Imperial Armed Forces
who was forced to work at the Mitsubishi copper mine near Hanawa,
Japan during part of 1944 and part of 1945 and being one of the few
surviving workers of that time, I find it to be my duty and responsibility
to accept Mr. Kimura's apology!
Hopefully, the acceptance of this sincere apology will bring some
closure and relief to the age-old problems confronting the surviving
former Prisoners of War and to their family members.
Additionally, even though the Japanese people and the American
people have a long-standing friendly relationship, the action that we
are taking today will further enhance, expand and assure an enduring
trust and friendship benefitting both nations.
	
  

Furthermore, I join others in this group who foster the idea of
encouraging the dozens of other Japanese companies who used
forced labor by the Allied Prisoners of War to offset their workforce
shortage to follow Mitsubishi's progressive leadership.
Solving this long overdue problem would permit the companies and
their former laborers to look forward to a better future rather than
continue to look backward to their differences. Such actions would
have positive results for both of our nations by strengthening our
trust, confidence and friendship.
Perhaps other nations with similar problems will follow our example
here today with similar actions. Such actions would result in the
betterment to all mankind.
Mr. Kimura, we thank you and the other members of your team for
your hard work and long hours spent formulating and presenting
Mitsubishi's apology.
We also thank you for making the long trip to the United States to
deliver this well written document.
Please enjoy your visit here and have a safe trip back to your
homeland.
James T. Murphy

